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Don't Forget
Book Day
Next Thursday

iCkMeet

v day at 4:00

College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California, Friday, May 10, 1940
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jme in Tigertown

8
vvI.
; a half-dozen false alarms,
k
AflAHfinally had its most fiery
jjf, realized Wednesday night
w
. flPi ,« _
n^nl^mn
nnnnr«r\ K^«p
the archaic
cheese-box
to as the
i and \es referred
Tt^Jum became the object of
«,> fring arsonist's burning
e #•'
, siasnl.ftunately for the firebug,
(ters crhaps for C.O.P.) the con. |jj, latfion did not raze the entire
one lire, the Stockton fire fightsW ;opping the blaze some 45
"O'mU and $1500 later.
, | readjoubt the arsonist had as
jjrs ftive the worthy desire to
,a>'.h4 College of Pacific erect
Irvliw gym on the smoldering
' , s 8ea! the old. If he didn't, we
[g Lhothing but contempt for
inbinaft.
hn Si-he meanwhile, the insurrsoD-'will more than cover the
tpcrdif recons ruction on "the
" • Vl pong -eck," as Pacificites lovingI .-nt v their gym. Messrs. Ritter
' | pinkfeeden are not mourning,
« jirilembers of Doc Breeden's
ijus 'kg class are now sleeping
(.,406—proving that even a
t a it good points.

Open House Is
Kaleidescope

LIBRARIAN

Motion Pictures, Varied Features
Share Junior College Spotlight

SHRODES
IS AN
AUTHOR
"Patterns for Living"
Is Title of New Book

No. 30

Firebug Strives
to Destroy Gym
Incendiary Fires in Gymnasium
Cause Damages Totaling $1,500

Miss Caroline Shrodes, in
By JERROLD WALKER
structor in English in Stockton
The fire which destroyed sections of both bleachers
Junior college, is one of the au
thors of Patterns for Living, a' in the gym and burned huge, gaping, smoke-blackened
new publication announced by holes in the south side of the structure late Wednesday
the MacMillan Company to be night was definitely the work of a fire-bug, according
issued May 14.
.House, and he announces that*
to Chief Ralph Thompson of the Stockton Fire DepartC o l l a b o r a t i n g with Miss —
there is to be a variety of fea
*ment. *
Shrodes are Oscar J. Campbell,
tures offered: motion pictures,
FIELD BLAZE
Clues unearthed by the Arson
professor of English at Colum
special scheduled demonstration,
Department of the Detective
bia University, and Justine Van
continuous features going on
Bureau point to the window
Gundy, department of English,
STARTS
throughout the period, exhibits,
over Coach Ralph Francis's desk
Compton Junior College. Miss
and features of general interest.
as the place where the incenVan Gundy will join the Stock
WILD NIGHT
CATALOGUES
diarist gained entrance by break
ton Junior College staff next
Catalogues are available to
year.
Fireworks at Pacific got off ing a small hole in the glass
students interested in Room 106,
to a minor bang last Wednes and reaching In to unlatch the
LIVING PHILOSOPHY
Holton Says They
window.
Administration Building, and the
The book is an exploration of day night when a small blaze
TWO
FIRES STARTED
supply is limited. Every depart
was
started
in
the
field
just
personal and social problems
Were Lucky;
Two fires were started, one
ment of the junior college is to
through literature. The purpose south of the campus.
Just See the Car
be represented. In the art de
Students trekked to the fire under the players' bench on the
of the book is to present read
partment, art processes and
ings from English and American in various stages of dress and south wall of the gym, and the
A. C. GEROULD, Pacific's librarian, is asking for literature in a pattern of organ undress, not knowing that this other in the same place on the
By JEAN DAVIS
equipment is to be demonstrated
Crowded off the highway by a aid for the library in the form of books or magazine ization which will help the stu was "only the beginning, north side. According to Chief
by the students, and exhibits of
painting, lettering, etchings, sten light truck which swerved over subscriptions. The occasion is the annual Book Day on dents build a living philosophy folks." Three * fire trucks, a Thompson, the fuel used was
based upon practical adjustment chemical wagon, and two of Dieselite oil, which is readily
cil plates, plastic design such as the white line, five College of the Pacific campus.
Pacific
students
were
injured
to
the problems of personal ex the official cars tore to the combustible. The smoke which
wood sculpture, mosaic, and
field, to discover that it was the oil raised was so heavy and
perience.
plaster of paris are to be shown Friday night, May 4, when their
too far in the field for the use thick that many firemen were
car
struck
a
culvert
and
turned
The
book
is
in
two
parts:
Part
in the halls.
of the trucks, and of such forced to leave the building.
over
several
times.
The
accident
I,
The
Quest
of
the
Individual
SCIENCE FEATURES
minor consequence that they
occurred four miles south of Lodi
for
Personal
Satisfaction;
Part
The fire was set some time
The six-inch refracting tele on West's Lane.
II, The Quest of the Individual were not necessary, anyway.
between 9 p. m., when Director
."id Tidbits
scope will be available through INJURIES
The chemical truck went to
for Adjustment to the Social
^Vf the most worried cus- out the evening in the Astron
the clump of trees where the of Athletics Robert Breeden left
Injured were Allen Fairbanks,
Group.
the gym, and 11:45. The first
ind k:;t> at the fire fighting dis- omy Observatory. Lantern slides driver of the car, Arthur Holton,
The book contains 18 complete small fire was and quickly put alarm was sent in at 11:47. At
ief ":"s Charles (Mitt Me) WarLibrarian Gerould Lists Some of His
in colors will be shown as the Earl Miller, Dorothy Kolln and
it
out.
It
was
started
at
about
short stories, 4 complete full12:05 a. m. salvage workers were
-e hand-shaking dynamo botany demonstration from 7:30- Betty Cook. Fairbanks received
length plays, representative ten o'clock, supposedly from called out. Several hundred feet
Many
Wants;
Gifts
Due
Thursday
r.e Alumni Living En- 8:30, and 8:30-9:00. Bacteriolo a deep cut on his back. Holton
the
carelessly
thrown
cigar
chapters from biography, a great
of fire hose were used. Most
Paul P. Drive.
For awhile gical display and plant life and suffered from a skull injury and
many full-length articles, and 200 ettes of some college students.
0
Directed
giving
will
be
the
ideal
at
Pacific's
annual
of the fire-fighting activities
d wit"_ ad visions of a campaign wild flowers will be on exhibit. abrasions on both legs. Miller
o—
poems from the work of the out
took place on the balconies. It
Sara
funds for a new gym In the chemistry department a lost five upper teeth, and suffered Book Day, held next Thursday under the auspices of the standing English and American
is believed that the blaze started
F°rr;-it a bad idea, but he's al- lecture demonstration on the lacerations and bruises on both College of the Pacific Library in order to increase its poets of all ages, classical and
i m
much earlier than the time at
• Wf,1n up to the neck on the romance of chemistry and a knees and around the face. He store of books and periodicals for the use of Pacific modern. Although emphasis has
which the first alarm was sent
mtz innoles' Field project,
been placed on contemporary
liquid air demonstration will be was riding with Fairbanks and and Junior College students.
in, but did not spread because
ine F'
*
*
material, the older writers have
In order to suggest the direc-*
given at 7:30, 9:30, and 10:30. Miss Cook in the front seat and
of lack of ventilation in the
not been neglected.
' T *>11 *
d ar fire was started in two The ultra-violet light will be on the door was torn off by him, tion gifts to the library might
gym.
CAREFUL QUESTIONS
—« m
HVf J-a little
iitue bonfire under demonstration at each of the exposing him completely. Miss well take, Librarian A. C. Ger
ESTIMATED DAMAGE
Brief prefaces to each-section
' • v * ^ tench. The arsonist should hours from seven until ten. At Kolln and Mis Cook received lac ould has prepared a list of books
Damage to the structure has
arouse a questioning attitude of
bme a couple of months tracting much attention will be erations and bruises on the legs. which are needed to help round
Arthur Holton, when asked out weak spots in the library's
mind and suggest various ap
The assembly yesterday was been estimated at $1,500. The
w|y|^> r.
Pacific's basketball the continuous demonstration of
proaches and solutions to prob devoted to a debate between jagged holes in the outer wall
jeeded a fire under 'em last model geysers and fluorescent what his feelings were concerning collection. Included in the list
the accident, gave the following
lems. At the end of the book Stanford University and the Col on the south side of the gym
are
a
wide
variety,
both
in
type
MOh.
minerals in the Geology depart statement. "Well, I saw a head
there are suggestive study ques lege of Pacific on the subject are the only spots where the
p n9 Pong,I JprcU
light coming toward us and we and subject matter.
ment.
tions and topics for themes and "A Third Term for the New fire ate completely through to
a, on the other hand, can HOME ECONOMICS
thought it was a car that was CASH WELCOME
investigative papers. These are Deal." Martin Pulich and Bill the outside, but there are smokeBJ A
Ho tell us why the place
Construction Moving
Cash donations, as well as sub
The clothing department will over the white line so we swerved
devised to develop the student's Biddick spoke in favor of a stains on all four outer walls
Ball, Soft
_jo up in smoke last win- stage two fashion shows by the to miss it, but when we got near scriptions to various magazines,
maturity of thought. They are third term, and Bates and Hig- where the heavy, oily smoke
Rapidly
at Hogan Dam
Coach Ralph Francis Clothing Construction Class at er we saw that it was a truck are also welcomed by the library
the kind of questions that not
ginbotham of Stanford defended seeped through.
?' (and we mean burned 8:00 and at 9:00. House plans with a bed that stuck out on our committee.
only help him to understand
Journeying
to
the
Student
Holes from the gym proper
AD Bp) almost every game? with decorative schemes, cos side of the road quite a way.
what he is reading, but also the negative. Dean Farley acted to the basements on both sides
Lest the student may believe
Christian Association's cabin at show him the many avenues for as chairman of the debate.
"atire insurance inspectors tume wardrobes, textile crafts, CRACK-UP
that the library is well-enough
mark the spots where the fires
"We had to swerve a lot imme stocked at present, Librarian Hogan Dam will be several of further thinking, for fruitful PROSPERITY AIDED
Cv Ralph during a game stain removal, and the budgeting
are believed to have orginated.
diately
to
keep
from
hitting
it
The
principal
arguments
ad
lid double the ante.
of time and money will be on and in doing so went off the road. Gerould hastens to compafe our the boys of this campus and their comparisons, for stimulating
Holes are also burned through
vanced
by
Biddick
as
first
af
refutations,
and
for
new
ideas
of
exhibit in the household arts We skidded quite a way and then resources with those of institu leader, Dr. Harold S. Jacoby, this
FOR A * * * •
both bleachers to the basements,
firmative
speaker
were
that
the
his
own.
j attended than most and science rooms. Food and
the south side—the side on
hit the culvert and turned over, I tions about our size. The library afternoon about 3:00.
The
book
contains
1306
pages.
New
Deal
has
attempted
to
vas the conflagration,
nutrition will also present a guess about four or five times. at Occidental contains 57,000 WORK ON CABIN
TREV,
It will be an octavo volume, found prosperity on a secure which the girls' basement is lo
Vracted a banner crowd demonstration of preparing diets, When we stopped turning the volumes, San Jose has 70,000,
Bob Stark and Doug Powell, handsomely bound in Bancroft basis through its contributions to cated—apparently bore the brunt
ifsirened townspeople and and organized and unorganized car upside down and the first while Pomona tops the list with who are organizing the trip, say
buckram.
consumer purchasing power, that of the damage.
fearbed campus dwellers,
thing I thought of was fire since 90,000. Pacific trails in last place that one of the purposes will be
methods of preparing meals.
o
it has provided a sound founda GYM WAS INSURED
ty one of the most color(mainly because of the fire some work on the cabin itself.
could smell gasoline. Then
Comptroller O. H. Ritter states
MORE AND MORE
tion for investment through its
Pferings of the season—and
Motion picture processing will heard one of the girls who had which nearly destroyed her val The work has progressed so that
that the building is fully covered
regulation
of
the
stock
market
[informal. One of the
be demonstrated by the Photog been thrown from the car and uable collection some years ago) now the boys will be working on
and stabilization of the banking by insurance, and that ap
•v chances you'll ever get
the doors, windows, partitions,
raphy laboratories. High fre was sitting in the road a little with 37,244 books.
structure, and that it has bene parently the damage is not so
uie denizens of Women's
and a loft to be used for sleep
way back, screaming. None of us VARYING TOPICS
quency,
radio
activity
and
a
fited foreign trade by negotiat bad, the main problem being
•
. J ^Jh their hair down—but
Under the topic of education, ing.
the job of repairing the existing
Geiger counter will be demon was knocked unconscious, and it
ing reciprocal trade treaties.
After dinner a discussion will
strated by the Physics depart was lucky we weren't injured books suggested are Sheehan's be held which is the primary pur
•
Biddick was then cross-ques plant. Whether or not the build
jmm.
ment. Every thirty minutes the more seriously: but, boy, if you "Personal History," and Flex- pose of the day. The boys say
tioned
by Mr. Bates of Stanford. ing can be repaired before the
• •' **" g peaking of Women's Hall, Jim
want to see a mess you should ner's "Universities: American,
end of the school year is not
audio demonstration, vacuum
that
this
will
no
doubt
be
a
"reg
xidfellow of the Stockton Insee the car!"
Although Stockton boasts a MILITARY PREPARATIONS
English, German."
known.
tube, television talk, and fre
ular
old
bull
session."
Mr.
Higginbotham
of
Stanford
lendent isn't,
deep water port and a Yacht
Under the "Idea of Liberty"
At present no one Is allowed
quency modulation will be in
There
are
possibilities
that
the
t. who dashed out on the
topic, the library asks for Can- group will stay all night and con Club, it may be news to many then presented the negative in the gym. Junior College
practice in the Radio labs. Tech
viewpoint
of
the
question.
He
jj of the sirens to cover the
field's "Seasoned Timber," "The tinue the work Saturday morn that there is considerable yacht
classes are meeting in front of
nology and zoology demonstra
the
ing interest on the campus. argued that the New Deal should the building for roll-call, while
L k Pif I
morning daily, tions are also included in the
Communist Manifesto," by Marx ing.
jC"®
| Vuite a stir when he, all
Since the college curriculum ig be discontinued because it has Senior College classes, of which
and Engels; "You Might Like GROUP GOING
Weber Hall contributions to
nores the subject of navigation, run its course and is now de
L Ciflff
f'r-n-'jfely, ran into the girls'
Socialism," by Lamont; "It Is
Among those who are going several aspiring mariners recent cadent, that there is no need there are but a few, are not
P (jy ^
)ugh a back door to open house.
Later
Than
You
Think,"
by
meeting at all.
The administration building is
will be Les Dow, Willie Boyarsky,
• " '
y b1" story to his paper.
Lerner; "The Coming Victory of Clem Swaggerty, Ray Leonhaeu- ly prevailed upon Professor for social reformers of the
The Arson Department is con
to
be
the
setting
for
the
exhibits
,-rf" '"Tor
Littered all about the
Democracy," by Mann; "The ser, Charley Makiao, Irwin Strout to offer a short practical Roosevelt type, and that the only ducting a thorough investigation
of the business administration
"Just
as
the
Yanks
are
not
major
program
of
the
New
Deal
[reporter
who
was
course
in
Celestial
Navigation.
Hr
Method of Freedom," by Lipp- Lauppe, Howard Groves, Francis
of the conflagration, and a man
for the past two years has been
" Hoed out of the hall- sales talks, the modern language coming, so the Indians are not man.
Williams, Gene Harter, A1 Trob- EARLY HOUR
from the State Arson Board in
coming
to
take
part
in
Britain's
department's
motion
picture
on
Despite the fact that no college national defense. At the conclu Sacramento is expected to arrive
_ to the phone in the
JUSTICE WANTED
be, Charley Capps, Dusty Miller,
credit was offered, eighteen men sion of his argument, he was
gtf
School ^'Queenie" Grant, that Mexico, France, and Spam, and war this time. We are fighting
Under
the
"Struggle
for
Jus
A1
Phillips
and
Jim
Holden.
here today or sometime in the
Fu% .defender of the demure the teaching methods which the a war for freedom. Because Bri
turned out for the first meeting, cross-questioned by Mr. Pulich.
o
;—
near future.
social science department wi tain is fighting us, we doubt the tice" come "Christ in Concrete,"
held
at
the
early
hour
of
6:45
Mr. Bates and Mr. Pulich then
British claim to be fighting for by Di Donato; "U. S. A.: Ad
CROWDS WATCH FIREMEN
a. m. This was too great a num presented rebuttal arguments
exhibit.
democracy and freedom in Eu ventures of A Young Man," by
Spectators in various degrees
ber for personal instruction so summing up the contentions of
3think that fires don't
Dos Passos; "In Dubious Battle,"
rope."
l)f undress were plentiful dur
the early hour was continued in both sides.
ng fascination for Mr.
LECTURING IN U. S.
"Of Mice and Men," and "Toring the excitement. An eye
the hope of reducing attendance.
Following the debate June witness reports that cars were
, fan, you should have
These were highlights from (Continued on page If, column 1)
The
group
has
now
shaken
down
Vickland and Bernadine Badger
, 'i at the Independent ofthe speech of Rajni Patel, cul
o
to ten hardy souls to whom the presented a preview number en parked as far and as thick as
tured Indian (Asia, not America)
TF-Znesday night. In the
call of the sea is stronger than titled "jitterbugs" from the for Lodi-Stockton High football
lawyer trained at Cambridge
Incites immediately folgames—three and four deep all
the desire for an hour's sleep.
University. Patel, one of the
forthcoming dance drama.
r t first alarm, at least
the way down the street-car
The
class
now
meets
twice
a
Dr.
Stanford's
College
of
the
leaders
of
the
All
India
Student
o
OUDfvere received asking
tracks. Practically everyone was
week
for
instruction
and
assign
Pacific
Conservation
of
Natural
the fire—what's burnTwenty-five dollars Is the piize Federation, is now lecturing at
in pajamas, one fellow wearing
Resources
class
journeyed
to
ment
of
problems.
The
rest
of
Two
Professors
colleges
and
universities
in
the
P
The
stream
of
cars
to be given by the Breuner Furni
PACf.
only pajama pants. Fire-fighters
Contra Costa County last Friday the week the aspiring mariners
* Ightl ' Avenue attested that ture Store to the group of girls United States. On the Pacific
had a difficult time keeping
Join
Education
campus
he
spoke
before
the
Stu
may
be
found
at
odd
hours
in
for
the
purpose
of
studying
at
well-chased.
from the Junior College Art and
curious people out of the smokedent
Christian
Association
and
the
labs,
laboring
over
meri
first
hand
actual
conditions
and
Decoration Class whose room in
filled interior of the gym.
Wjjset by the sudden fire their bungalow is chosen as the several classes.
J. Marc Jantzen of the Uni operations of the Soil Conserva dian altitudes, sumner lines and Honorary
Further evidence as to the odd
Patel
has
seved
as
picket
in
Mrs.
Marion
O.
Pease,
of
the
tion
^Service.
Dr.
Waldo,
of
the
zenith
distance
arcs.
At
first
the
versity
of
Kansas
will
be
added
best
This
contest
is
being
con
^fup not even connected
nature
of the fuel used was
front
of
British
stores
in
India
Education
Department
of
the
Geology
department,
also
accom
work
sheets
were
just
a
jumble
College. The Campfire ducted by the Breuner stores, and during Gandhi's civil disobedience to the College of Pacific faculty
of Greenwich times, hour angles College of the Pacific, in the that no flames were visible to
are allowing this class
as assistant professor of educa panied the party.
jal 628%, were schedcampaign. He suggests that the
The San Ramon C. C. C. Vet and altitude differences, and the company of several other Pacific the crowd outside the gym.
ild a Play Day on the , ecorate the four-room bungalow parallel between the American tion beginning with the new fall
o
eran's Camp work area was cov instructor spent most of his spare faculty members, will travel to
,
on
the
third
foor
of
the
Hunter
semester,
Dean
Fred
L.
Farley
is Saturday and
struggle for independence and
ered under the direction of Mr. time putting the students back Modesto today to participate in
as
a
cenand
Main
Street
store.
announced
Tuesday.
fuse the gym as i
"ART IN
the installation of two new chap
Mr. Lawlor, interior decorator the present Indian struggle is
Because of the increased en Bruce Munfrey, Camp Superin on their respective courses.
. Mr activity. Latest r<\ of the store, has chosen one pic striking. Even the boycott, now
ters
into
the
National
Education
tendent,
.
who
escorted
the
class
PROGRESS RAPID
WEEDS"
*, ^RJcated that the Carrp- ture around which the rooms are used so effectively by Gandhi's rollment of applicants for gen in a four of inspection of the
Progress has been rapid, how al Honorary Society for Women
^0$i Day would be pdst- to be decorated. The furniture followers, was used by Ameri eral elementary and secondary projects undertaken by the Soil ever, and in another two weeks Teachers, of which Mrs. Pease
teaching credentials, this new
SHOWN
T account of—fire.
is to be of the eighteenth century cans before 1776.
most of the student navigators is past president and state foun
position has been added to the Conservation Service.
"CIVILIZATION"
The San Joaquin Pioneer and
- ,
.J *
*
*
neriod, and the rooms are a living
The class enjoyed luncheon at hope to be able to find their way der.
The Indian National Congress, education department.
Historical
Society (Haggin Me
i J , >
Ireman was overcome room, bedroom, dining, and en
Dr.
Madeline
Veverka
will
pre
home
from
the
other
side
of
the
Mr. Jantzen has been assisting the camp mess hall, and later
morial
Museum)
is showing a
fRF<5u filing his way through try The colors in the central a political party in India, pledges in the University of Kansas edu inspected the camp grounds and world.
side at the meeting which will in
different type of show this
nicture are to be expanded into to the people a renaissance of ed
I locker-room.
addition
to
the
installations
be
buildipgs.
It
was
pointed
out
by
ucation, which Mr. Patel charges cation and English departments
week. A display of weed ar
£n't so much the smoke," Si of these rooms, and the bun has lagged badly during the pe since 1936 and has previously Mr. Munfrey that the College of
featured by the admission into rangements is being featured
BACHELORS,
galow
in
completion
is
to
repref "it was those terrible
the organization of two Pacific In a show entitled "Art in Com
riod of British "civilizing" influ taught in several Kansas high the Pacific was the first to send
cPnt a complete unit.
instructors, Miss Marie Allen of mon Weeds."
a col!egiate group to study con
sen
ence.
Among
the
most
potent
of
schools.
He
will
receive
his
doe
TAKE
NOTE
t
and
decoraMrs. Corrys ar
the Latin and English depart
servation
conditions
as
they
ex
such
forces
are
the
bombing
tor of philosophy degree this
Bob Davis, a former Pacific
into four
Candidates for degrees of
p - ! is absolutely no truth in tion class is divide ^
ments, and Miss Ruth Smith of student, is showing some nudes
planes which have been used summer from the University of ist in the Contra Costa County
Bachelor
of
Arts
and
Bach
. yAort that three fire-huskies
the French department.
against India's northwest fron Kansas.
area.
in a free and easy style in
U
elor of Music, to be con
n0< hold Doc Breeden to pre- hig their furniture, drapes, and tier. As a contrast to the rest
A requirement for membership charcoal and water colors. An
o
He is a graduate of Bethel Col
ferred during the year 1940is five years of successful ex other exhibit is of the "Lesser
*Tlriim from going into the aC S
of the world, Indian illiteracy has lege where he was editor of the
Mr °Quimby, manager of the
41, must file applications in
perience in the teaching fie
increased greatly during the past school paper for two years, busi
gym to rescue a brand
French Moderns."
ENGLISH EX.
arranged the compe
the registrar's office next
Other Pacific faculty members
Stpox of paper clip he had local store,
years.
,
The museum is open all day
ness
manager
of
the
yearbook,
id
the
judging
will
be
tition, and
be
week, May 13 to May 17, ac
"Fortunately there are few and a three-year letterman in
are Mrs. Mary Shaw Ccstollo. Sunday, closed Mondays. The
CfJ his desk. (They did have
The
English
comprehensive
ex
£
cording to an announcement
of May
done on the morning o
Ma> 1 ^•
Mrs. Velma McCall, and Hi:
weed shew closes Sunday at
Live his keys away from him The third-floor bungalow will be friends left for the British em football.
amination will be given on May
made by Miss Ellen Deerpire," said Mr. Patel. "During
Lorraine Knoles of the music, five. The museum is located at
18
and
May
25.
All
students
who
/
Jantzen,
accompanied
by
his
opened to the public on that aft my debates at American colleges
ing, assistant registrar, this
speech, and history departments the end of the Poplar street
Pi
» » * j
wife and their small son, will ar wish to take this are asked to
ernoon for inspection of this am
week.
it
has
been
very
difficult
to
find
car line in Victory Park.
respectively.
SAter luck next time, fellas. teur production of interior
[ see Dr. Clair C. Olson.
|
rive
in
Stockton
in
August.
anyone to come to its support,
U
q
on page 2J column I) rating.

cation "LiI ln+v. Catalogue of Modern Junior College Edu
cation is the theme of
of the
the second
second annual Stockton
Junior College Open House to be held on Friday, May
17, from 7:00 p. m. to 11:00 p. m.
Dr. Gordon Patten is general chairman of Open

ll

Five Students
Injured in
Crash

LIBRARY HOLDS
BOOK DAY

Has New
Deal
Helped?

Going Up!
One
Cabin

ass Studies
elestial
Navigation

INDIA WILL
NOT HELP
BRITAIN

Art Students
Vie tor
Cash Award

J

New Prof for
Education
Department

Conservation
Conditions
Studied
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Whatsoever your hand finds to do, do it with
your might; for there is no work or substance
or knowledge or wisdom in Sheol wither you are
going.
—Ecclesiastes 9:10.

EDITORIAL

FEATURE

COLLEGE
WORLD

In the mood

c<

sl

*L

By the Super Sleuths
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vju Zeta Romance did all
. ht at the Spring formal last
Saturday night. Music and settine lended themselves perfectly
the cruise theme. Tonight
irchania house takes the spot,-eht f°r their annual formal.
tomorrow night that both
Omega Phi and Rhizomia host
their formal dances.^
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For chaperones of the week, we
..pcommend the Pattens, the BodLg, and the Elliotts.
Trio of the day—Romeo Vaugh• and Jean Marie Marblestone
aI)d Jane Neill.
Ed Ticolat's Band was tops at
thc'MZP hop and won the bid to
play for the Junior-Senior Prom
here.
To Berkeley went another in
teresting trio—Jane Jordan, Ed
Denny, and Cookie O'Connor.

NO FALSE ALARM

r ntar

The gym didn't seem to be the
thing burned up at the fire.
It was nature in the raw, or what
people on the campus are doing
at twelve o'clock at night. Caught
in various stages of dress and
undress our glamor girls—well,
cur girls—gave a preview of
what the well-dressed coed wears
alter the AWS curfew. One lil
clear modeled a charming number
in white net, floor length, height
ened in effect by a blue sloppy-joe
sweater. Another favored white
cluck shorts.
We note that
striped pajamas are the favorite
this season. For this unsched
uled affair most people had al
ready put their hair UP instead
of the usual custom of letting it
'down. Could it be that Epsilon
was caught napping?—at least
they arrived before the LAST
truck left.
Speculation
by
spectators:
(Who Dunnit?)
Doesn't Doc
Breeden ever take off his Block
P sweater? How many different
kinds of curlers could YOU
count? Has anybody seen my
girl? Do you think we'll get a
campus for this? Is there much
damage—I Hope? What's that
guy doing here in riding boots?
Who did Stan Vaughn bring?
Why don't they flash that light
some other place—I haven't any
lipstick on. "Who Blew out the
Flame?"

tin sin
Iffcrat

Archania to

only

I ''in.ni Mi

r. I trnnk
ark wttbi
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Initiate

Fourteen

pHt!

Following the formal dance be
ing held at the Alpha Kappa Phi
Fraternity this evening a formal
initiation of senior pledges will
be given at the fraternity with
President Carl Moore presiding.
Those taking the initiation
pfeif which will make them fullfledged members are Bob Conn,
•°ave Gay, Dean Gay, Jack Hanner, Bill Hunefeld, John Immel,
•;i Dwayne Mears, Dan Pengilly,
ggl| Wardell Piccardo, William Rempfer, Kenneth Rogers, Joe Thorn. ton, Jere Tilson and Richard
4 Toms.

V'VIAN McNEER
MODERN DANCE

.irkitf

Special Rates to Students
By Appointment OnlyPhone 2-3251

Purple and Gold to
Keynote Omega Phi
Pinner-Dance
gnt.

The event will be a din

the setting will
bfth
H6 andClark.
be the Hotel
Until one o'clock, Bob McCor
mick and his orchestra will piay
for dancing. Guests of the fra
ternity include Mr. and Mrs
Louis Windmiller and Dr. and
Mrs. Gordon Patten.
Joe Tudor, vice-president of the
ratermty and social chairman,
is in general charge of the af
fair.
Decorations are being
planned by Bill Dean and Roger
Cross, and Harry DuPraw is mu
sic chairman.
Celia Cross, Elinore Mause,
Bea McCarl, Betty Dahlgren,
Marguerite Etz.el, Pat Seavers
Georgena Wood, Jackie Ritchie!
Betty Connors, Leslie Knoles,
Adrian Squires, Betty Vawter
Dorothy Fitzgerald, Barbara Laddon, Effie Calderwood, Janet

South Sea
Setting
for Dance

Calderwood, Margaret Trabert,
Chryl Mickel, Barbara Ferguson,
Rosalee Trevarrow, Grace Cox'
Jean Morrall, Barbara Gibbons,
Beverly Gardener, Kay Burrell,
Peggy Edmonds, Mrs. Roy Berry'
Frances Hull, Reba Abrams,
Jean Gulvin, Margie McDonald
Mary Jane McCullough, Sarah
Cameron, and Wynona Ryder
are among the young ladies who
will enjoy the affair.
Their escorts include Ed Yelland, Dick Patriquin, H e r m
Gaumnitz, Allen Breed, Bill Dean
Willie Boyarsky, A1 Irwin, Roy
Berry, Bill Schedler, Jules Perrin,
Lloyd Hebbron, Art Irish, Bob
Cook, Howard Lewis, Dell Wescott, Bill Toland, Lauewn Handley, Doug Nelson, Don Paxton,
Clem Swaggerty, Dick Morrall,
George Atkins, Bob Downs,
Harry DePraw, Jack Tullock!
Rhys Smith, Ben Hamm, Dick
Collett, Jerry Cicinato, Irving
Fritz, Joe Tudor, Leslie Knoles,
Trevor Griffiths, and Gill Han
sen.

Sophs Hold
Graduation
Dance

One of the outstanding social
events of this week-end will take
place at the Alpha Kappa Phi fra
ternity where a formal dance will
be held. Carl Moore, president
of the fraternity, has announced
that the dance will last from nine
until one o'clock. Bob McCormick's band has been obtained as
well as his singing star, Mary
Jane Nowell,
The decorations are unusually
elaborate, and the house mem
bers have been busy throughout
the week completing the arrange
ments. The motif for the decora
tions springs from the South Sea
Islands. Under the direction of
Duane Sewell, the interior of Al
pha Kappa Phi has been trans
formed into an exotic tropical
setting.
Refreshments will be served in
the recently renovated basement
of the house at a picturesque bar
and will consist of fruit punch
and cookies. Patrons for the
dance include Dr. and Mrs. Pat
ten, Dr. and Mrs. Larson, Miss
Martha Pierce and escort, Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Beaton, and Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Parkinson.
Those who are attending this
event include Mary Joyce Whitlock, W. Francis Hellman; Pat
McAllister, Jere Tilson; Mae Cravelli, Elwood Moffitt; Bette Latta,
James Black; Ruth Lombardi,
Duane Sewell; Dorothy Bartholo
mew, Ted Norton; Lucille Kowatch, David Smith; Lillian Kowatch, John Blinn; Lorraine Bas
so, Melvin Caviglia; Joan de Mar
tini, Edward Fay.
Denise Zapherson, Glen West;
Jean Davis, Joseph Thornton;
Maxine Heikens, Stanton St.
Peter; Joyce Blackman, Gerald
Bentley; Melva Boone, Floyd
Swagerty; Evelyn Krotz, Richard
Bentley; Lois Lyons, William
Johnson; Virginia Gildea, Frank
Nash; Helene Basson, Fred
Dodge; Maryrose Chinn, Fred
Cox; Kay McDonald, A1 Gossett;
Barbara Harrison, Dean Gay;
Jane Jordon, George Cline; Vivienne Manary, William Rempfer;
Gretchen Baer, Wardell Piccardo;
June Anderson, Ernest Haas;
Claire Offertt, John Travaille;
Lulu Eby, John Immel; Mrs.
Harold Dieckmann, Mr. Harold
Dieckmann; Gayle Rawles, David
Gay;
Peggy
Edmonds
and
Dwayne Mears.

As a climax to a successful
year the Sophomore class plans
to hold the traditional semi-for
mal graduation dance this spring
on May 17 at the Hotel Stockton
with Herman Sapiro and his or
chestra.
The dance will take place from
nine to one and will be open to
sophomores and their guests
only. Bids will be on sale next
week for the price of fifty cents.
Working on the dance are Bon
nie Smith as general chairman;
Allen Breed and Barbara Laddon in charge of arrangements;
Bob Monagan, finance; Mildred
Barnett will head the decorations
committee, assisted by Charmian
Cash and Bruce Morehead.
Acting as patrons and patron
esses of the affair will be Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Fenix, Mr. and
Mrs. John Arnold and Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard O'Bryon.
*
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You'll stand out like an orchid in
a patch of forget-me-nots when
you appear in a Sterling gown.
They're flattering, they're quaint,
they're daring - • - and Y°u 1
pick one to fit your mood at
The Sterling.

"Homemaking as a Career" Is
the topic Mrs. Herbert Welch
will speak on at the annual Mon
day meeting of the Home Eco
nomics Club May 13, room 212
Weber Hall.
In addition to this program
feature the important business
will be the election of officers
for the coming year. The fol
lowing persons have been nomi
nated: President, Dorothy McBride; Vice-President, Elizabeth
White; Secretary-Treasurer, Lu
cille Wilson; Corresponding Sec
retary, Annabelle Rossman; and
Publicity Agent, Lula Eby.
* * *

Barrister
Talks to
S. C. A.
Rajni Patel, a twenty-fouryear-old boy from India, spoke
at a special meeting to members
and friends of the Student Chris
tian Association yesterday at
3:20. The subject of his talk
was the general topic of "Condi
tions in India."

i
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Modesto J. C.
Choir to
Sing Here
The Modesto Junior College
Symphonic Choir will be present
ed in a recital in the Pacific Aud
itorium Tuesday evening at 8:15
o'clock. The director of the choir
is Edna Barr Love.
Program for the evening is as
follows:
I
Glorio in Excelsis Deo.. J. S. Bach
I Know a Young Maiden
Orlando di Lasso
A Spring Song
Ciro Pinsuti
Choir
II
String Quartet No. 35
Joseph Hadyn
Allegro Moderato
Anne Lois Baker, First Violin
Albert Chan, Second Violin
Clara Gerard, Viola
Floralyn Hughes, Cello
III
Rejoice My Soul.. Mili Balikereff
Dainty Fine Sweet Nymph
Thomas Morley
Cherry Ripe.. Leopold Damrosch
Haleluya
Mozart-Sergei
Choir
IV
Woodwind Quartet
Divertimento .. Burnett Tuthill
Allegro
Roger Nixon
Edith Caswell, Flute
Roger Nixon, Qboe part
on clarinet
Edward Azhderian, Clarinet
Julius Lang, Bassoon
V
Sinner Please Don't Let This
Harvest Pass—Negro Spiri
tual Set by J. Harold Montague
"All Meine Herzgedanken" ...
Johannes Brahms
"Glorification" from Motet ...
F. Melius Christiansen
Choir
* * *

TKK HOLDS
FASHION
TEA
In the setting of Tau Kappa
Kappa's garden a fashion tea,
sponsored by the Mothers' Club
held last Saturday afternoon
from 2:00 to 4:00 p. m., was well
attended.
Models exhibited costumes on
a carpeted walk and platform
while Commentator Doris Bowring remarked on the summer
fashions. Piano accompanist was
Melba Jean Loyd.
Climaxing the showing of play
suits, street dresses and formals,
a bride's costume was displayed
by Barbara Lennox.
Other girls modeling from the
house included Mildred Field,
Myra Linn, Margo Mclntyre,
Janet Rapaport, Jean Strong,
and members of the alumnae.
Tea and cookies were served to
conclude the afternoon.

Prom Date
Set by
Rotsch

The Junior-Senior Prom, the
upper classmen's traditionally
big event, will make history on
May 24th at the Hotel Stockton.
The committees selected by Jun
ior Class President Gene Rotsch
are planning to make this dinnerdance a very elaborate and gala
affair.
The usual price was set this
year. $2.50 per couple entitles
the Junior to both this year's
and next year's prom. $2.00 per
couple will be charged for Sen
iors who did not attend last year.
No charge wil be made for Sen
iors who paid last year.
The chairman and the commit
tees announced are as follows:
Bids, Sam Chaney; seating and
place cards, Jean Strong; place
and menu, Nickie Ficovich; band,
Dave Gay; decorations, Betty
Fink; publicity, Tony Ficovich;
chaperones, Jean Ferguson. As
sisting on these committees are
Mary Barbara Baer, Bob Downs,
Melba Loyd, Phyllis Grimshaw,
Stan Vaughn, Bea McCarl, Sher
wood Norton, Dick Loomis,
Adrian Squires, Jackie Parker,
and Dick Collett.
#

*

•

Dorm Girls
Not Blue
Dancing to the theme of a
"Blue Evening," Dorm girls felt
quite differently as they attended
the Women's Hall Spring Formal
held in the White Room of the
Stockton Hotel last Saturday
night.
Herm Sapiro and his orchestra
played for the dance from nine
'til one.
General chairman of the dance
was Bettie Meyer. Decorations
of blue and silver and the feature
of a revolving, mirrored ball
were planned by Beverly Hills.
Assisting her were Betty Vaw
ter, Charmain Cash, and Betty
Dahlgren.
Patrons and patronesses for the
evening were Mrs. Anna Grant,
Dr. and Mrs. Jack Arnold, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Larson, and
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Garrigan.
* * *

All College Honor
Gives Assembly

Participants in the seventh
student recital to be held in the
Pacific Auditorium at 8:15 next
Monday will be Edith Fern Dunlap, pianist; Dorothy Harmon, or
ganist; Grayce Kaneda, pianist;
Gladys Cowan, pianist; Katherine
Kuivala, voice; Beverly Jean Mil
ler, pianist; Norman Lamb, vio
lin, and Constance Campodonico,
pianist.
The program for the evening is
as follows:
I
Clair de Lune
Debussy
Scherzo Caprice
Thompson
Miss Dunlap
II
In Summer
Stebbins
Risoluto
Parker
Miss Harmon
III
Intermezzo in E flat minor ...
Brahms
Danse Negre
Cyril Scott
Miss Kaneda
IV
Consolation
Liszt
Second Arabesque
Debussy
Miss Cowan
V
Roberto, o tu che adoro (from
Roberto II Diavolo) Meyerbeer
Little House o' Dreams
Oley Speaks
Ombra Mai Fu (from Xerxes)
G. F. Handel
Joy
Harvey B. Gaul
Miss Kuivala
Allan Bacon at the piano
VI
Notturno
Respighi
Scherzo from Sonata Tragica
MacDowell
La Cathedrale englontie. Debussy
Miss Miller
VII
Fugue in A .... Tartini-Kreisler
Caprice XX....Paganini-Kreisler
Mr. Lamb
Melba Jean Loyd at the piano
VIII
Sarabande
Rameau
Etude in D flat (Un Sospiro)
•
Liszt
Danish Folk Song .... Johansen
Miss Campodonico
* * »

Farleys
Attend
Dinner
In Oakland on the evening of
May 7, Dr. and Mrs. Fred L.
Farley and Miss Annmary Dev
lin attended a dinner given by
the California Writer's Club, of
which Dr. Farley and Miss Dev
lin are members.
Speakers for the affair were
Mrs. Julia Altrocchi, who used
as her subject a novel she has
written titled "Wolves Against
the Moon," and Dr. Benjamin
Kurtz of the English Depart
ment of the University of Cali
fornia, who spoke on a biography
he is now writing about the life
of Charles Mills Gayley, former
English professor of the Uni
versity of California.

"Resolved, that there should
be a third term for the New
Deal" was the question debated
in assembly yesterday by Stan
ford University and College of
Pacific speakers.
Mr. Hickinbotham and Mr.
Bates took the negative side for
*
*
*
Stanford and Bill Biddick and
Martin Pulich the affirmative Studio Theatre
*
*
*
side for Pacific.
The All College Honor Society Stages Satire
will present the assembly pro
RHIZOMIA'S
gram next Thursday, May 16. May 16, 17, 18
New members to the organiza
THEME IS
tion will be introduced and Mr.
Pirandello's "Right You Are
William G. Paden, guest speaker, (If You Think You Are)," di
HAWAIIAN
will talk on some phase of early rected by Margaret George, is
in its last week of rehearsal be
Amid a Hawaiian setting of California history.
*
*
*
palms and bamboo, with sketches
fore production, May 16, 17,
of fishnets and boats used as C.O.P. Placements and 18, in the Studio Theatre at
decoration, Rho Lambda Phi fra
8:00 p. m.
Fifty-five out of the sixty-two
ternity will give its Aloha spring
This play is a famous satire
College of the Pacific students on people in general, especially
formal tomorrow night at the
who received teaching creden
house.
upon people's curiosity. It is
tials during 1939 are now def through the face of this play that
Kenny Hepper and his orches
initely employed in teaching jobs Pirandello laughed at his aud
tra will play for dancing between
according to information just re ience, and Margaret George is
9 and 1.
leased by Robert E. Burns, place using this Italian play for the
General chairman of the for
ment secretary.
same purpose. It is an entirely
mal is Bob Adamina, who is as
"This is an unusually high rec new type of comedy for Studio
sisted by Dick Stebbins, in charge
ord, meaning that approximately Theatre goers.
of • decorations, and Herman Sa
90 per cent of the '39 teaching
Laudisi, in reality Pirandello,
piro, in charge of music.
candidates were placed," said Mr. the author, is portrayed by Hal
Patrons and patronesses will
Burns.
Ewing. Bert Trulsson as Signor
be Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bollinger,
Ponza and Jean Follette as Ponand Mr. Norman Wenger and
za's mother-in-law, Signora Frola,
guest.
SOPHOMORE
*
*
*
do their best to convince the
stage
and listening audience that
CLASS!
the other is insane.
Dance Discussed
Graduation for the sopho
The idea of having one more
mores of the Stockton Jun
PSA dance before the close of
ior College will be on Satur
school was discussed in a recent
day^ June 15. The sopho
meeting of the Ex. Committee.
more class after assembly
Although nothing definite has
last May 2 held a meeting to
been decided, Jane Jordon, social
hear Mr. Orton and Mr.
chairman, has been working on
Windmiller speak on the
plans for this dance.
completion of junior college
work by graduation.
About 190 applications
MOTHER'S DAY
have been received, and stu
LOOK YOUR BEST
dent)? are urged to file their
AT THE BIG DANCE!
intention to graduate as
COLLEGE GIRL
AA
soon as possible so that cre
PERMANENT
$5«VU
dentials, and the engraving
Shampoo and
of tl e diplomas can be made.
Fingerwave $1.00
Black caps and gowns can
be rented from the College
PACIFIC AVENUE
Bookstore for $1.50. Stu
BEAUTY SHOP
dents should go in early to
2318 Pacific Ave.
be measured for length and
Phone 3-0884
size measurements.
For Appointment

Sunday, May 12
Remember Her with a Card
and a Beautiful Little Gift
from

The POTTERY
& GIFT SHOP
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BETTY DIXON, Editor

Genevieve Carlson
Tells of Betrothal
to Robert Coe

Sixty guests who were bidden
to the Emil Carlson home at 1235
N. Harrison last Saturday after
noon had not only the pleasure
of meeting Miss Helen Anderson,
but they also had a surprise, for
Miss Genevieve Carlson took this
opportunity to tell her friends of
her betrothal to Mr. Robert Coe.
Guests were greeted at the
door by Miss Carlson, Miss An
derson, Mrs. Emil Carlson, moth
er of the bride-elect, and Mrs.
George V. Coe, mother of Mr.
Coe.
Lovely lace baskets filled with
spring flowers were presented to
each guest, and concealed in each
basket was the betrothal card.
At the tea table appointed with
a lace cloth, and dusty rose flow
ers, and candles in silver holders,
presided Mrs. W. Fred Ellis.
Guests were served by a co
terie of young women, Mrs. Paul
Cronenwett of Alameda, who is
the sister of Mr. Coe; Mrs. Ken
neth Vine of Sacramento, who is
Miss Carlson's cousin; Mrs.
James O. Linn of Acampo, Miss
Katherine Rowe of Stockton, and
Miss Virginia Morris.

Miss Carlson, the attractive
daughter of Mrs. Emil Carlson
and the late Mr. Carlson, has
been employed by the Stockton
Junior College as secretary to
Mr. Dwayne Orton for the past
two years.
She attended the College of the
Pacific, and was affiliated with
Alpha Theta Tau sorority. She
is the past president of Business
Girls' Club, and active in Stock
ton society.
Miss Carlson's fiance is a grad
uate of Oregon State College and
he is now obtaining his general
secondary credential from the
College of Pacific. He was prom
inent in athletic circles at Pa
cific, serving three years on the
Pacific football varsity, and he
was also graduate manager. For
the past year he has been assist
ant football coach to Mr. A. A.
Stagg. While at Pacific, Mr. Coe
was president of Omega Phi
Alpha fraternity and at Oregon
State Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
his house.
No definite date has been an
nounced for the wedding, but it
is expected to be an event of late
summer or early fall.

Epsilon
Honors
Mothers

California
Composers
Will Meet

Sororities' social events are us
ually limited to the particular
events that evolve around the op
posite sex.
This is not true tonight at Ep
silon Lambda Sigma. The dinner
hour and the current evening are
being saved for that special per
son we will all think of SundayMother. The annual dinner at
which the mothers of these col
lege gals let down their hair, and
enjoy sorority life.
A special dinner is planned and
the Dance Drama is to be the
evening's entertainment. Among
those planning to attend are Dorris Clifford, Jackie Burton, Merval Hammill, Betty Fink, Libby
Meyer, Dorothy Sack, Barbara
Laddon, Reba Sinclair, Phyliss
Stabler, and Lois Bugbee, and
their mothers or guests.
Jean Ferguson, Camille Goff,
and Barbara Harrison are in
charge of the spring flower deco
ration. LaVerne Lagario and
Marjorie McDonald are to set the
tables. Jean Caubu, Dorothy
Sack, and Betty Fink are the
clean-up committee.
*

*

*

English Play Is
Final in
Current Series
John Galsworthy's "A Family
Man," now in daily rehearsals
under the directing hand of Carl
Fuller, has the distinction of
being the ninth and last Studio
Theatre production of the year.
It is the story of a man who, be
cause of .intolerance, loses in
rapid succession, his two daugh
ters, and his wife. The play

The California Composers' and
Writers' Society will hold their
annual meeting and dinner at
the Women's City Club in San
Francisco at 7:00 tomorrow eve
ning.
Featured on the program to
morrow will be Reah Sadowski,
well-known concert pianist, who
will act as guest soloist. She
will play a group of her own
compositions foj the enjoyment
of the members and friends as
sembled at the Women's City
Club.
Mrs. B. C. Allin, wife of Col
onel B. C. Allin, director of the
Port of Stockton and president
of the local chapter of the Cali
fornia Composers' and Writers'
Society, will be the hostess for
the dinner meeting.
This annual "big day" on the
society's calendar is open to the
public. For reservations, drop
a line immediately to 1176 Sunnyhills in Oakland. Galen "Stub"
Harvey, former radio editor of
the PACIFIC WEEKLY, prom
ises a real treat for those who
attend.
comes to a climax when, in an
attempt to make his wife return,
he is arrested and tried for as
sault and battery.
The husband is portrayed by
Felton Fletcher; his wife, Betty
Elliot; his two daughters, Dixie
Lee Shaw and Mary Lou An
thony.
It will be presented May 22, 23,
and 24. Presentation of this Eng
lish play will be made in the up
stairs studio of the S.C.A. build
ing. Admission prices remain at
25 cents.

For Mother
m
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Mother's Day Boxes
85c to 3.00
"Sweets for the Sweetest"
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Special Molds in ICE CREAM
—And Three Special Flavors—

• Cocoanut Fruit
• Marble

SPORT SUITS for Campus Wear
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• Chocolate Chip

nets
cottons
marquisettes
sheers
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Home Economics
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2119 Pacific Ave.

NEW FORMALS for Evening
Designed Especially For
M'lady, the Co-ed

CLAR-ELISE DRESS SHOP
Hosiery—Lingerie—Accessories
CLARA E. BILLETER
2051 PACIFIC AVE.

ICE CREAM
1928 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 7-7095
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PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

LARSON FINDS NEW
ANTICOAGULANT
Idea tor Using Calgon Comes
During Chemistry Lecture

Weekly Is
First
Class

FEMALES DOMIN,
PSA PUBLICATION

TWO EDITORS

Editors of WEEKLY, Naranjado Are McGinn
and Wright; Sprague and Bowe Will Manag

T paD 'year begins next fall!
If fashions and society notes begin to crowt
By CLAYTON LONG
Associated Collegiate
a nnHtics from page one and bury them in the
Music Critic
f three if the Naranjado comes out with t
Press
Gives Same
Great enthusiasm was accorded Dr. Clarence Larson,
Ho-hum! After a double-night- local chemistry professor, when he announced the disaSue
cover and features full accounts of how
Rating as Last Year
and blue cover a* _
•should dress in
er jamboreeing this last Monday
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Jean Strong.
that the nickname of Dean El as played by Elsie Weber, and and
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Officers
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FAIRY TALE STARS
IN DANCE DRAMA

BOOK DAY
NEXT
THURSDAY

sierra
HEART"

with Tony Martin
— S T A R T S SUNDAY—

REBECCA

sisted by Toni Rifberg and June
Vickland.

Wednesday, May 15

Benny Goodman
King of Swing
His Band and Sextette
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It would take a student 184
years to complete all the courses
offered by the University of
Pittsburgh.

O

A University of Iowa student
statistician has completed tests
showing that co-eds of that in
stitution use enough lipstick in
a year to paint five barns.

PAUL H. LE0NHARD
PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records
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'The Great Victor Herbert'
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"Buck Benny
Rides Again"
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Allan Jones
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Disney Feature
Fete Smith Specialty

'The Honeymoon's
Over'
Stu Erwin - Marjorle Weaver
a n il

"Of Mice and Men"
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BOOKS ON ORDER
CURRENT FICTION

JUST LIKE NEW!

and

NON-FICTION BOOKS
LENDING LIBRARY

For Refreshment and Fellowship

Open 10 A. M. Till 8 P. M. Dully

EL DORADO MEAT MARKET

THE CUB HOUSE

We invite comparison of Quality and Price
with any wholesaler In Stockton.

Your A,- W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

NIELSEN BROTHERS

J'h. 5-5618

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

L
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the HESS DE LUXE way! Compa,
e
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A n d Don't Forget Your
Graduation Announce
ments!

PANTS, SKIRTS — 25c
SUITS, PLAIN DRESS — 40c
— CASH and CARRY SPECIAL —
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the Last-Minute
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348 VV. Harding Way
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Jaysees Grab Fifth in J. C.
Conference With Nine Points
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^e California ing
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Its different teams play few F.W C predictions by winning both
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<rames during the season; in fact, although the Bull' sprints in record time—the 220
dog football team won each of its two Conference in 20.6, which ties Jeffrey's
world junior college mark.
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Crossways Ends

<rames, it t "ot gf the crown because of a three"affle rule. Win, lose, or tie, the gridiron champs
1
niust play at least three contests.
The Tigers barely get in under the wire, playinothe minimum of three F.W.C. games—Fresno Octo-ber 25; Cal Aggies, November 2; and Chico, Novem
ber 30. This leaves Humboldt Sate as the remaining
Conference member. What will happen when Fresno
drops out, as seems inevitable in the near future?
Will the Bengal match-makers include Humboldt
State, or will they schedule only one or two F.W.C.
games, nipping in the bud any attempt for the
crown ?
If this latter policy is to be allowed in comingyears, would it not prove more profitable to discon
tinue Conference affiliations during the coming foot
ball season? If the former, why not drop all attempts
t0 land big conests—such as the California, Notre
Dame, and Loyola games—and concentrate on add
ing possibly San Francisco State to keep pace with
such opponents as the California Ramblers? It must
be admitted that usually such games offer the "benchwarmers" a chance to taste actual competition; how
ever, when there is an excess of these "dud" contests
in the schedule, the publicity, the attendance, and
consequently the box-office suffers.

WOLVES WANT WORK
Nevada will still play the Bengals next fall, but
the Wolves feel the necessity of branching out in the
independent-school bracket. Thus the Conference
loses its only state university, gains Humboldt State
Teachers College. By scheduling stronger oppo
nents, the.Nevadans wish to improve their type of
play and induce more outstanding prepsters to enroll
there. Perhaps the feat of Nevada last fall will never
again be repeated in this or any other conference.
Although the Wolves were defeated by a member
school, Fresno, by the overwhelming margin of 45-0,
they were adjudged Conference chump-ions! They
simply won more games than other schools (except
Fresno) and played their three F.W.C. games.
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As a finale to Bengal track, the postponed C.O.P.J.C. meet will be run off Monday and 1 uesday. Out
standing seniors giving their last competitive efforts
for Pacific will be many. George Tomasini is a
favorite to win the half; he may push Wes Mil ei
in the mile; and he should set a new school lecor
in the two-mile race if he decides to do eight laps
Fred Bonnifield will experience some trouble ini frosh
Don Sullivan and Alan Philp in the discus. With a
"right day" Big Fred may easily increase his present
record of 151 feet.
.
,
Lew Ford has both the high jump and pole vault
sewed up—it is merely a question of what his ceiling
will be. "Flip" Ritchie should take both dashes
with most competition coming from Cr e gg .i
and Jack Tulloch. Cordner Nelson will challen &
in any race from the half to the two-nu e.
For some classy competition see the F resn °'
lays tomorrow. In addition to the
:P
. .
events there will be field events, dashes, a
pole vault match between Cornelius A a * m
Don't
present record holder, and the former c a p.
expect too much from Pacific's entries, but look
some surprises.

For Mother's Day
/lute

BLUE
GRASS
MM

FLOWER
MIST

4-0z. Bottle $1.25
For
The Dearest One You
Know
Margaret Burnham's
and
Johnston's Candies
in
Attractive Mother's DayWrap — 14 to 3 Lbs.

e

Holden Drug
Dan Morrison, Prop.

WEBER and SUTTER

SCOTT WILL
TEACH AT
NEW MEXICO
Luke Scott, popular Pacific
actor, will teach drama and Eng
lish at the University of New
Mexico this summer, taking the
place of a former head of Pa
cific's speech department, Miss
Willian Hinsdale.
' It is through the influence of
Miss Hinsdale that Scott received
the appointment to the New
Mexican position. She will be
coming to the Pacific coast this
summer.
Close connections make it nec
essary for Scott to leave Stockton
immediately after the last Little
Theatre showing of "Peer Gynt."
Scott's first production at the
University of New Mexico will
be "Night Must Fall."

WEIGHT ACE

At Stockton's Most
U p -To-Date Dry
Cleaning Plant

< DUBOIS
DRY CLEANERS
I larding

E1

Tei. 5-5S8S
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Record

Dorado

NEW CHAMP

Running true to form, WES
LEY MILLER, outstanding Jaysee cinderman, last Saturday set
a new Northern California J. C.
record for the mile run. His
time of 4:25.5 bettered the former
mark by half a second and estab
lishes a new Stockton J. C. rec
ord. Miller's was the only Cub
first place.

Close Wins
in Mural
Ball Games

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
PRODUCES NO UPSETS

Except for occasional flashes of brilliance, the Tiger
track team ran about as expected last Saturday night
in the Raisin City, copping its second straight second
place in the Far Western Conference. The final score:
Fresno 76%> Pacific 38y 2 , Cal Aggies 17, Nevada 17,

Chico State 16.
*
NEW RECORDS
muscle which pulled while going
Two records marked the eve over one of the last barriers.
n i n g ' s p e r f o r m a n c e , d u r i n g He ran about a 15 flat race, fin
which times and distances were ishing in third place. In the
both cut down by the intensely broad jump hfs bad leg handi
cold, swift wind which raked the capped him so much that he
c o m p e t i t o r s a n d s p e c t a t o r s could only squeeze out a fourth.
throughout the meet. Fresno's GAY STEPS OUT
Bobby Madrid turned in a twoDave Gay threw the 16-pound
mile time of 9:29.5. Then Fred
ball
over 45 feet to place sec
Bonnifield, after unloosing a 165foot practice throw, tied up in ond, with brother Dean coming
competition and set a new record in for a fourth. Dave also an
at 148 feet 3% inches. This nexed a third in the discus event.
The final event on the pro
mark betters the old record, set
by Seals of the Aggies in 1937, gram was in many ways the
most exciting. The Cal Aggies
by about 4 feet.
held their crack quarter milers
BIG EVENT
out of the quarter to save them
The only other gold medal
for the relay, in which they led
captured by the Tigers came
all the way, winning in 3:25.9.
in the half mile, where
Pacific and Fresno exchanged
George Tomasini let Lloyd
places regularly during the four
Keesiing of Fresno set the
laps. Hanner, running second,
pace for the first 660, and
pulled Pacific up in the runner-up
then let loose a terrific fin
spot, but Bobby Madrid, running
ishing kick upon leaving the
third for Fresno, moved right
turn for the last straight
back again into second position.
away to win going away in
Then Looney came through in
1:58.4. Sophomore Jack Hanthe anchor lap to outclass Fres
ner also showed a finishing
no's Keesiing and give C.O.P. a
sprint which carried him past
fast second place.
the fading Keesiing in the
last yard or so. Since Cord
SUMMARY
ner Nelson picked up a
100-yard dash—Won by Pow
fourth place in the event,
ers (Nevada); second, Nelson
Pacific's total of nine points
(Fresno); third, Ritchie (COP);
garnered in the 880 made it
fourth, Reams (Chico). Time, 9.8.
the Tigers' largest scoring
Mile run—Won by Madrid (F);
event.
second, Kostiz (Chico); third,
Floyd Keesiing, Lloyd's broth Adams (Cal Aggies); fourth,
er, barely nosed out Dan Looney
Hill (Fresno). Time, 4:32.2.
in a blazing 49.8 440, with Kees
Javelin throw—Won by Suniing, Looney, and Groves, also of
Fresno, hitting the tape in a dahl (F), 199 feet; second, Stutt
photo finish. The Tiger ace had (Cal Aggies); 174 feet, 9%
had tough luck this year, what inches; third, Polish (N), 171
RWiN IS
with injuries and consequent en feet, 5 inches; fourth, Cook (F),
NEW
forced layoffs, but his last ef 160 feet, 8 inches.
440-yard dash—Won by F.
fort was his best.
Keesiing (F); second, Looney
PREXY
LEW LOW
Lew Ford found the cold and ( C O P ) ; t h i r d , G r o v e s ( F ) ;
A1 Irwin will guide the desti
nies of the Block P society dur the wind too great a handicap in fourth, Trigero (Nevada). Time,
ing 1940-'41, an election held last both the pole vault and high 49.8.
120-yard high hurdles—Won
Wednesday night at the society's jump. In the former event, he
by
Zebal (F); second, Colliei
could
clear
only
12
feet,
six
regular meeting decided. He re
places Bob Kientz, varsity grid- inches to place second to Hoff ( F ) ; t h i r d , R o g e r s ( C O P ) ;
man, who served as president man of Fresno, who cleared 13 fourth, Hecox (Cal Aggies).
feet 9 inches—on his fourth Time, 14.9.
this year.
Two-mile run—Won by Madrid
Other officers were Stan vault, his official mark being 13
(F);
second, Witter (Chico);
feet
even.
In
the
high
jump
Vaughn, vice-president; Bob Monagan, secretary-treasurer; Tom Ford tied for second with Little third, Metzger (Chico); fourth,
Handley (Chico). Time, 9:29.5.
Olaeta and Les Dow, members- of Fresno.
(New conference record. Old
"Flip"
Ritchie
was
right
in
at-large on the Block P Adminis
conference record 9:46.5, Rice
on the photo finishes in both
trative Committee.
(Fresno, 1936.)
the 100 and 220, both times
880-yard run—Won by Tom
being picked for the third
Newlee def. Smith, 8-6, 6-0 (M);
asini (COP); second, Hanner
spot.
Powers,
the
powerful
Bentley def. Hutchins, 6-3, 6-3
(COP); third, L.'Keesiing (Fres
Nevada flash, won both
(M).
no); fourth, Nelson (COP).
dashes, the 100 in 9.8 and
Doubles—Browne-Hunefeld def.
Time, 1:58.4.
the 220 in 21.7.
Ashton-Newlee, 6-4, 7-5 (S); MaPole vault—Won by Hofman
Ken
Rogers
ran
a
beautiful
roney-Canizzaro def. Smith-Dedflight of high hurdles despite a (Continued on page 6, column 8)
rick, 6-3, 6-0 (M).

but should catch up with the*
rest of the. tournament next
week.
49.8
NO UPSETS
There have been no upsets
in the tournament during the
past week, and the favorites
have advanced rather easily in
most cases. Stewart Browne had
little difficulty with Cohen, win
ning by the scores of 6-0, 6-0.
Jim Kaffen, dark horse of the
tournament, also advanced by
the scores of 6-0, 6-0, over Malcolmsen. Sapiro, Dedrick, Sabiston have also won their first
round matches
In the lower bracket of
the tournament more pro
gress has been accomplished.
Marcello Umipeg, diminutive
varsity ranking man, has
advanced to the quarter
finals, as has Francis Hellman, former Pacific varsity
ranking man. Herm Spindt
is scheduled to play the win
ner of the Sandy TreziseBenson match. Bill Hune- t
feld as yet has not played
his first round match, but
should have little trouble
with Peletz.
FINALS SOON
All matches with the excep
tion of the finals in each divi
sion must be played off by May
17, it was announced. The finals
DAN LOONEY was one of the
in each event will be played off three quarter-milers in the photo
on the annual spring intramural finish at Fresno last week-end.
His time was the fastest made
sports day.
this year by a Pacific or Jaysee
o
trackman.

NETMEN GO
J. C.
T
into

Stepping enthusiastically
place among Pacific's intramural
events, Softball games started
this week with five exciting and
hard-fought contests.
So few delegates from the Man
or showed up for the inaugural
tilt' scheduled for them against
the Dorm on Monday that they
were forced to forfeit; there was,
nevertheless, a great deal of spirit
shown and on Tuesday every
squad had more than enough
men for a whole team.
1-RUN VICTORIES
Tuesday's games gave Town a
hair-raising 20-19 victory over
Manor and Rhizomia a close call
against Archania 13-12. The lat
ter game was tied up in the last
inning when Dave Brownell
smashed a circuit clout for the
Rhizites and accounted for the
victory.
Archania dropped another
hard, close game to Omega Phi
on Wednesday, 10-9, and a line
up of home-run-hitting Dorm
members measured Rhizomia
with a five-run margin to mark
up the first real victory of the
young season. The Dorm mem
bers have a hard-hitting, tightfielding outfit and are favored
to cop the tournament.
COMING CONTESTS
Coming up for next week are
five more contests. Monday finds
Omega Phi pitted against the
Manor, and the Dorm team after
their third straight win at the
expense of the luckless Archites.
In Tuesday's single game, Town
will meet Rhizomia, and on Wed
nesday the Dorm will encounter
Omega Phi; Town will face Ar
chania.

Tomasini and Bonnifield Take
Firsts; Pacific Again Second

The College of the Pacific interclass all-college
tennis-tournament has been progressing rapidly during
the past week, and several of the entrants have reached
the quarter-finals in the singles competition. The men's
doubles and mixed doubles events have been lagging,

Coach Doug Dashiell's Stockton
Junior College tennis team will
travel to Modesto tomorrow for
the Junior College Conference
championships in both singles
and doubles. The personnel of
the team has not been selected,
but will probably be chosen from
the following men who have been
playing r e g u 1 a r ly : Stewart
Browne, Bill Hunefeld, Wilfred
Traphagen, Bud Smith, Farrell
Dedrick, Hugh Hutchins, and Ben
Hamm.
The Cubs traveled to Lodi
yesterday and engaged the Lodi
High School tennis team in a
return match. The Jaysees
easily defeated the Flames in
the first encounter by tiie score
of eight matches to one. The
score should be closer this time
with the matches being played
on the Tokay City's team home
courts.
Modesto Junior College gave
the Jaysees a four to three match
defeat last Friday on the Pacific
courts in a return match. The
locals showed definite improve
ment over their form displayed
in the Menlo J. C. match.
Stewart Browne, Cub ranking
man, easily defeated Bill Ashton,
Modesto J. C. mainstay, in straight
sets by the scores of 6-1, 6-3, in
the feature match of the day. Bill
Hunefeld defeated Tony Caniz
zaro, and Browne and Hunefeld
teamed together to defeat Ashton
and Newlee in doubles for the
other Stockton win.
Singles—Browne def. Ashton,
6-1, 6-3 (S); Hunefeld def. Canizzaro, 5-7, 6-4, 6-3 (S); Maroney
def. Traphagen, 6-2, 6-2 (M);

Business and Professional Directory
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Forty-Nine Drug Co.
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Showing potentialities of rec
ord-breaking caZiber, DON SUL
LIVAN threw the discus 140 feet
last week at Modesto. Although
his toss was good only for a
fourth, it was a scant yard behind
the winning one. This week Sul
livan wiZl compete in the West
Coast Relays.
—Photo by Woodruff

FOR
DIAMONDS of the Finest
Quality
Priced from $25.00
to $2500.00
CONVENIENT TERMS

J. Glick &

Son

Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. MAIN ST.

FOUR-HOUR
J SERVICE

1

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

MORGAN HILL METEOR

The Morgan Hill Meteor also
established a new record in the
century when he ran the dis
tance in 9.6 officially, but sev
eral watches had him clocked in
9.3, a tenth under the world's
record. San Mateo dominated the
middle distance when "Dusky"
Purchase won the quarter in
49.3, and Bob Olson took the
half in 1:56.4. This duo formed
the basis of the winning relay
quartet.
Husky Don Sullivan put
the Cubs in third place early
in the meet when he tossed
the discus over 140 feet to
win b a fourth behind Modesto's t r i u m v i r a t e of
weightmen. This mark, only
s#veral feet behind the win
ning throw, is Sullivan's best
of the season.
KING SURPRISES
A surprising fourth behind
Miller in the mile was plodding
Francis King, whose time of
4:32 bettered his previous at
tempts by fully ten seconds. The
winning mark and new record
is 4:25.5.
After trailing the 440 field
for three-quarters of the dis
tance, Charlie Blackwell finally
opened up and nipped several
men near the tape (among them
team-mate John Brown) for a
third. His unofficial time of 50.7
betters Brown's J. C. record by
a fraction of a second. Blackwell also ran the first lap of
the Cub relay quartet, hereto
fore undefeated, which finished
fifth.
COMPETITORS
Other Cub competitors making
the trip were A1 Philip, Ray
Stacy, Tom Davies, Howard
Greenman, Stan Cooley, and
Bob Conaway. Coach Doug
Dashiell tutored the team in the
absence of Earl Jackson (at the
F. W. C. meet at Fresno).

Tigers True to
Form at Fresno

Uwtgal Squirts Page

cindermelf swiwl^n f°i f f.ifth as exPectc<L the Jaysee
fornia J V ror.fl points ln their first Northern CaliNevada were Sacrament!
I?Get* Schools ahead of the Cubs
Saf Mateo—members of the
"Big Four"—and'
^1°'
c * "Ur ~and Salinas—a "B" Conference school

nnounced its intention to withdraw.
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Supply Milk
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DUNNE
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Phone 4-4613
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Eleven
in West Coast
Relay Meet
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Netmen Lose
Two in
Conference

Fresno Relays
Lure Trackmen

AMATEUR
GOLF

By CHARLES EVANS, JR.
How to manage the National
Intercollegiate
Championships
Umipeg-Hutcheon,
henceforth so that the rapidly
growing interest in college com
Sabiston Drop
petitive golf may be fostered
and encouraged is one of the
First Matches
problems of the hour in the af
Fresno, May 9—Fresno is in holiday attire this week fairs
of this college sport. I
The College of the Pacific ten
and is set to jubilantly welcome thousands of visitors am confident you can expect us
nis team closed their season last
Saturday when they traveled to from all sections of the San Joaquin Valley attracted to solve it to the satisfaction and
Fresno for the Far Western Con by the prospect of new world records at the fourteenth good of all. Should new meth
ference tennis championships in annual West Coast Relays in the Fresno State College ods of qualification be devised
and when? Perhaps sectional
hoth singles and doubles. Coacli Stadium on Saturday afternoon v
qualifying rounds are only a
Chris Kjeldsen accompanied Mar- and evening.
The relays climax the annual
year off; perhaps we should
cello Umipeg and Ian Hutcheon,
Bengal doubles team, and Doug celebration of Raisin Week.
have them this year.
It does look wise to decide
Sabiston, Pacific singles entrant, GOLF, TOO
soon
to have qualification for
to the raisin city.
In addition to the more than
the National Intercollegiate in
ABSORB LOSSES
670 champion track and field
the section of the country in
Doug Sabiston met Burns, the athletes who will compete for
which the golfers go to college.
California Aggie net star, in the new records and the laurels of
am sorry, however, for one of
first round of the singles compe victory at the relays, approxi
the pleasures of Amateur Events
tition and found the long trip
mately 130 professional and
is the meeting of friends from
Fresno plus the stellar play
amateur golfers will be attracted
all parts of the country, but pro
his Davis opponent too much to the California State Open
gress is not generally a respect
and lost in straight sets by the Golf Tournament to be conducted
er of sentiment. In addition,
scores of 6-2, 6-4. Eugene Peter at Sunnyside Country Club on
friends are different at the Inter
son, of the University of Nevada Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
collegiate because of the maxi
was the victor in the singles com
World records may go by
mum three-year playing time.
petition, defeating Hammond of
the boards when the famed
This change, when it takes place,
Fresno State in straight sets in
Trojans tangle with the
will make a great difference in
the finals.
strong Stanford University
the championship and it will be
The Bengals doubles team
squad in the intercollegiate
interesting to see what the ac
of Marcello Umipeg and Ian
class on Saturday night.
tual result may be. I have ob
Hutcheon also met defeat in
The University of California
served that all changes work out
the first round when they
at bos Angeles will send a
into unexpected differences in
met up with the outstanding
squad of twenty-four men
practice.
Fresno State doubles team of
with entries in all the major
Peterson and Kraus. The
NATIONALS EXCITE
relays, with the exception of
I do not believe yet in sectional
scores were 6-3, 6-4. Fresno
the two-mile classic. Others
qualifying rounds for the Na
State won the doubles crown
in the intercollegiate class
tional Intercollegiate. This may
handily.
are Fresno State, George
LEW FORD will again enter surprise some readers, for I
SEASON DIGEST
the pole vault, and possibly the agree with them that the N. C.
Pcpperdine, San Diego State,
The Tiger tennis team had
high jump, at the annual Fresno A. A. Golf Committee should do
San Jose State, California
bad year losing to San Jose State
Relays. Should he complete in everything in its power to make
twice, the Cal Aggies twice, and
Institute of Technology, Col
the high jump, he would be the this event the fairest and finest
Fresno State once. They suc
lege of the Pacific, Cali
defending champion in the event. in the world. There are lots of
ceeded in turning back the Shell
fornia Aggies, Pomona and
Oil Company of Martinez, the
things in favor of sectional quali
Santa Barbara State.
South Side Tennis Club, and they LARGE J. C. ENTRY LIST
fying rounds; however, they per
tied the Chico State Wildcats.
mit a greater number to try, but
From nineteen junior colleges
Although the team did not do
at the same time, many of these
will
come
194
athletes
who
as well this year, as usual, next
additional players should not be
year a stronger team should be promise to set up a series of
playing anyway. I could go into
new
West
Coast
Relays
records.
expected because most of the
other details, but they are prob
team members this year will be Junior colleges entered and the
An evening of fun, games, and ably in the minds of the reader
returning for another year of number of men from each in
refreshments is in store for in a more or less formal fashion.
stitution
are
as
follows:
Los
competition. Marcello Umipeg
The present National In
members of the varsity track
dimunitive ranking man, will re Angeles City College, 21; Pasa
tercollegiate is an interest
team
at
Tau
Kappa
Kappa
Thurs
turn; Doug Sabiston, Herm dena, 18; San Mateo, 10; River
ing and exciting enough
day evening, May 16.
S^indt, Ian Hutcheon, and a gen side, 2; Placer, 2; Fullerton, 6;
championship these days as
Following a buffet supper to
erous bolstering of Jaysee men Reedley, 8; Porterville, 9; Coal
it is. I followed the matches
should spell a successful season inga, 1; Marin, 5; Bakersfield, be served in the yard, the hefty
at Wakonda last June, and I
sportsmen
will
indulge
in
varied
10; Modesto, 18; Long Beach, 14;
in 1941.
felt little was missing. The
Stockton, 7; Visalia, 12; Santa forms of athletics.
tense moments I loved in the
General chairman of the eve
Ana, 5; San Bernardino, 9
old days were there. The
ning
is
Barbara
Lennox.
Other
Compton, 24; Salinas, 14.
sudden-death 18-hole matches
committees include entertain
More than 250 athletes
STYLE STORE fOR*MEN* .
were unusually exciting, and
ment,
Lois
Lasell
and
Rosemary
from thirty-one high schools
gave the reporters little to
Strader; refreshments, Lois Mae
will compete in the interdesire.
Ventre, Alice Hall, and Rae Hun
scholastic championships in
MANY BYES
gerford.
the afternoon. All junior col
However, tne increase of golf
lege field events and the 880
in the colleges will have reached
events and the intercollegiate
yard, mile and distance med
such proportions this June that
ley relays for jaysees under
championships will be at
new methods and time of team
1,000 enrollment also will be
night, starting at 7:10 o'clock.
and individual play may have
in the afternoon. The open
to be set up at Ekwanok. If we
Ted Strain, Michigan State are swamped with entries it may
junior college track and field
College basketball player, has be wise to decide the team cham
events and the Intercollegiate
been nicknamed "Nervous."
championships and f i e l d
pionship the Saturday before the
individual event starts. Then
the individual championship will
have to be decided by all-hole
play; that is, strictly match play.
The marked difference with last
year will be that we may have no
qualifying rounds. There is an
other marked difference—in pre
vious national intercollegiates
there Is a thirty-six hole semi
final round; in this year's event
we may have only eighteen holes.
Here is the way it may
work out: The entries come
in until the deadline, and
then the pairings are made
in about this manner. The
number of entries determine
the number of
brackets
which are to be used to work
out one name finally after
the eighth match. Needless
to say, there are a number of
byes to be drawn. That is,
such number of byes are first
drawn as shall after the com
pletion of the first round
leave 4, 8, 16, 64, 128 or 256
players. Those who have
drawn byes being placed at
the head of the list of win
ners of the first round.
GOLF DRAMA
j
One rule makes tbM way of
determining a cham^/m more
thrilling than any ot^r. It is
intensely exciting to-'see how
fast the players fall b\ the way
GEORGE TOMASINI won one of Pacific's two first side in 18-hole matches. It is
• Smart
»
places in the Conference meet at Fresno. In the Varsity- tragic and dramatic.
• Washable
Our intercollegiate would
Jaysee tilt Monday and Tuesday he will be pitted against
• Wrinklehe vastly more interesting if,
the Cubs crack distance men.
in all match play, skill would
Resisting
play more of a part than en
durance, etc. The flayers
TAILOO.D I , IQOD.LL
will take thrilling chances in
these 18-hole rounds; there is
[ W O M T H E 6 I N U I N I C lO T d
usually no place for tfye fel
low who plays safe only;
his Is the monotonous game.
On Mother's Day

Stanford vs. U. S. C. Is Main
Attraction; C. O. P. and S. J. C. Enter

Uwtgal iriovts Pap
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

DISCUS CHAMP

Six Bengals, Five Cubs Make
Trip to Fresno Tomorrow

DISTANCE ACE

For Dancing
I940's

PALM BEACH
EVENING
FORMAL

Don't Forget

MOTHER

'1 8 . 5 0

with black satin-striped
Palm Beach Trousers

Palm Beach
Suits

And on Your Way Home
Fill Up At

PAUL'S Associated Service
PAUL JOHNNABER, Prop.

$16.75

Palm Beach
Slacks

$ 5.00

Sport Coats

$11.75

Shirt and Slack
Sets
$ 7.95

Y
ost Bros.
'STYLE STORE FOREMEN •
iUU K. JIA1X, STOCKTON

BEN FRANKLIN STORES
—EVERYTHING FROM 5c TO $1.00 UP—

School Needs - Cosmetics
Candy - Notions
L. C. EYER, Owner

1902 Pacific Ave.

STUDENT!
Do you want to earn a
good livelihood in SELL
ING?

"
I * f
Here is a good opportunity for
some YOUNG MAN. Job will
not interfere with your
studies.
For further particulars see

C. STEINHART
120 N. HUNTER ST.
Between 12 and 1:00 p. m. or
4:30 and 5:00 p. m.

\

Phone 5-5194
or 3-1387 After 6 p. in.
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Track Team
Entertained
Next Week

Co

rut. -">use,^„a int°

el^en men, and you know what happens whe„ >h»
th,
"ol' Teben" rolls in.
Six of this mighty eleven ar
from the varsity squad and five
are from the Stockton Junior
College division. Looney,
yards, Nelson, 880 yards, Harmer,
1320 yards, and Tomasini, m ,
running
ining in this
wiao order will make
They
up the medley relay team.
n
/iloCC
will compete
compete in
will
m the
uk college class
against outstanding teams from
cic.m-ve Pepperdine College, in
^ Angeles, San Jose State,
and San Diego State.
PEPPERDINE HOT

FRED BGNN1F1ELD now holds the Far Western
Conference record in the discus throw, having estab
lished his new mark in the Conference meet held last
Saturday night in Fresno. His distance is slightly over
148 feet.
—Photo by Woodruff

NEV/ RECORDS DUE
INJ-C.-C.O-P.MEET
Six Marks May Fall Before Flying
Spikes of Crack Local Cindermen
Six new records for Pacific or the Junior College are
in prospect next Monday and Tuesday from 4:30 on dur
ing the annual Tiger-Cub track fracas held in Baxter
Stadium .
Though the Tiger team score is potentially beyond
even the fondest hopes of even J1
the most optimistic Cub cindermen, individual events throughout the two-day meet will find
wearers of the Block S fighting
hard for victory over the elder
brothers of the Senior College.
NEW RECORDS
Featured events on the
running program are the dis
tance races, the quarter,
half, mile and two-mile. New
Pacific or Jaysee records in
any or all of them are not
at all beyond possibility.
The one-lap event will find
Cub Bud Brown fighting for the
~.,v.o
pole, and some fifty-odd seconds
later for the tape, with Dan
Looney, who reached his sea
son's peak in his photo defeat
by Keesling of Fresno in the
conference meet last Saturday.
WARMTH AND PRESSURE
In the half mile, George Toma
sini will be hoping for a com
bination of warmth and com
petition to push him to a new
school record. Wes Miller for
the Jaysees and Jack Hanner for
the Varsity may well furnish the
competition; sunny California
will take care of the favorable
weather—maybe.
Cub Wes Miller figures to
have things pretty much his
own way in the four-lap event,
with his colleague Francis King
scheduled for the runner-up post
unless either Hanner or Toma
sini decide to break up the Jay
see monopoly. Last week in
winning the Junior College "A"
conference meet, Miller the
miler ran the event in 4:25.5
to set the Jaysee record. Re
lieved of the handicap of wind
and cold he faced in the con
ference meet, Miller hopes to
break his own mark, which is
already the best collegiate frosh
mile mark in northern California.
THE LONG GRIND /
Francis King ys. George Toma
sini: that's the two-mile lineup.
At the first of the year, in
the intramural and interclass
meets, King set progressively

DRIVE IN for
Barbecued Sandwiches
Fountain Drinks
TURKEY SANDWICHES
OUR SPECIALTY

A D A M S
. ICE CREAM
Breakfast - Lunch
1712 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 3-2472

better two-mile marks, breaking
Cordner Nelson's old Pacific
rec°rd
wide open. Running
against San Francisco State's
Kline in an eight-lap feature
which broke the stadium record,
Tomasini finished in about 10:03,
nearly a half minute under the
old College of the Pacific record.
Either way the race goes,
record is nearly certain.
hurdles, too
Ken Rogers, granted a little
extra pushing from Spike Kelly
and Stan Cooley, might well
break his own record in the
high hurdles of 15:4, set against
an Francisco State two weeks
ag°; Cub hurdle star Greenman
will be beginning his comeback
to record-breaking form, though
he will be handicapped by hav
mg to run his race on the turn.
Lew Ford, Pacific captain
nicknamed "Skyrocket" by
local sports scribes, may bet
ter his own mark of 13 feet,
six inches in the pole vault,
a height he has cleared on
several occasions this year.
WEIGHTS TOUGH
In the weight
events,
^ CI
*
JPacific
aLIIlL S
most consistent point-getters will
ho
,,
be shnotl'nr*
shooting for new college
rec
oids in shot and discus. Fred
Bonnifield,
platter ace
has
thrown about 135
feet ,,,
in 1Jrac
prac.
— -JR.
ice, topping his official record
throw by over ten feet. Should
he have an off day, Cub Don
Sullivan should be nearly cerof a new Jaysee record
since his toss of 140 -feet at the
last conference meet is way be
yond the present record. Dave
Cay would have to add a foot
or so to his best toss of
season to get a new shotput
record, but with a week's rest
on his injured wrist, he may
do it.
Stiff competition is prom
ised in the sprints, in the
javelin, and the broad jump.
Even the relay will find a
crack varsity quartet in their
last chance to break the
school record, while the Jay
see four would like nothing

At the relays last yeai umedley team from George Pep™ dine College ran in the university class, and after staying
up with mighty California all
the
at the tape
tut; way,
vv uj i was nipped
la.
by a matter
inches; riirminer
running
ma— of
~ in/ilioc*
the college division later, they
pi. _ race going
rrrvinor away,
AWflV. SO
took the
so
.
see
the
type
of comyou can
petition the boys from TigerTown are up against.
Bonnifield and Ford will meet
competition de-luxe in their
events at this star-studded meet,
but should give good account
of themselves. It is up to "Red
to bring home the bacon via the
discus route; he can do it as
shown by the 160 foot practice
toss he made at the Far Western
Conference meet last week. His
stiffest competition, however,
will probably come from Ander
son and Cornett of Stanford
who have both thrown over 150
feet this year. Anderson won
against USC with a throw of
155 feet 10 inches last week.
Final exams week has spiked
the big guns of California, and
they will not journey to Fresno
to compete. This news should
remove a few furrows of worry
from the brows of the Tigermen.
"Leapin' Lew" Ford, who ran
into a bit of tough luck In the
icy atmosphere last week will
find plenty of competition in the
high jump in the persons of
Wilson, and La Cava of USC,
Wulff and Lincoln of Stanford,
and Collier and Little of Fresno
State. Lew's best jump this
year is 6 feet lVz inches, while
6 feet 5 inches took a fourth
place at the Stanford-USC meet
last week. Lew is defending
high jump champion of the
West Coast Relays, having won
this event last year with a leap
of 6 feet 3 inches.
In the pole vault he will
have an easier time of it.
Capable of clearing 14 feet,
"the slicer" is expected to
avenge his defeat by Hoff
man of Fresno State last
week and give Dills of USC
a lesson or two in the art
of defying the law of gravi
tation.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Monday
4:30—220 Low Hurdles
Shot Put
High Jump
4:35—880 Yard Run
4:45—220 Yard Dash
Broad Jump
5:00—Mile Run

to Johnson's
FOR EXPERT SKI SERVICE

SKIS—Stored Free of Charge

-mjw.
Summer Price

A1^0°

andeTj'pE*pert

YOLLAND S. JOHNSON
Your Sporting Goods House"

312 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton. Calif.
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0:ne faSsaaltf lieaCcordl''«
tw°. worfcinTonS are id
(F), 13 feet; second, Ford (COP)
t.ujp,
zl% vised p ,,-d sp*''"1
W
feet,
6
inches;
third,
Caiw,'
12
ae at record
(Nevada), 12 feet; tied /' coward * mak« •
™r
fourth
Nitta
(A
j
ittempt °
med^i* ,
es)me at cupcr L.ve
g'ven .
v®
(Fresno), Hutchings (pres
„
wer
»>«
|
Allied
o0
ino),
11 feet, 6 inches
jump—Won by cmr
High
Y Collier
. already l"'1
6
1 mch; second,
tie
BlannedonV has Qjpnany
Fran
between Ford (COP) and Lit,,e
ljC**
h !.<**•ce
vli
(F), 6 feet; fourth, Forbes (Ca,
Aggies), 5 feet, 1 inch.
oon irnvJ dash—Won
sJnr.'U UT. by p ,
220-yard
0Wer
(Nevada); second, Chatten ip
i+r>Viio (CAnt
. '1
third, "P
Ritchie
(COP);
x
' i 101
fourth,
Morgan (Chico). Time, 21.7
Shot put-Won by Skinner
(F), 47 feet,, 4& inches; 5eco
second.
Dave Gay (COP), 45 feet 8>;
inches; third, Davis (Fresno) 44
feet, 7% inches; fourth, Dean
Gay (COP), 43 feet, 10 inches
Discus—Won by Bonnefield
(COP), 148 feet, 3% inches; second, Davis (F), 137 feet, 6)2
inches; third, Dave Gay (COP)
134 feet, 6% inches; fourth',
Holtzclaw (Fresno), 133 feet, 31,'
inches.
220-yard low hurdles—Won by
Zebal (F); second, Ben Reams
(Chico); third, McNabney (Ne
vada); fourth, Bob Reams
(Chico). Time, 24.4.
Mile relay—Won by Cal Ag
gies (Bruhn, Hatch, Dalcini, Pas
tor; second, COP; third, Fresno;
fourth, Nevada. Time, 3:25.9.
Broad jump—Won by Forbes
(Cal Aggies), 22 feet,10% inches;
second, Collier (Fresno), 22 feet,
8% inches; third, Jones (Fresno),
22 feet, TVs inches; fourth, Rog
ers (COP), 22 feet, % inch.
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Germany must

win a
victory—or else. The qu
is can they do it against
termined allied defense and
ter-attack according to the <1
lin plan? And can they
without the aid of Italy?
Italy is a question-marl
It doesn't seem possible thai
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Mussolini will play the old
as far as he can without
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FIVE JAYSEES
The next five of this "lucky
'leven" are the stalwarts from
the J.C. squad; four of these
are Brown, 440 yards, Blackwell,
880 yards, King, 1320 yards, and
Miller, mile, who are entered
in the two and one-half Tnile
medley relay. Their stiffest com
petition will come from the
strong southern junior clleges
such as Riverside, Compton
Salinas, and the NCJC cham
pions—Sacramento Junior Coilege.
The individual performer tot
the J.C. aggregation is Do
Sullivan. "Sully," in his Fresh
man year has thrown the is
140 feet. He made this dista
at the NCJC meet at Modes
last week and took fourth p
First place was won with »
toss of 143 feet, a scant
ahead of his throw.

Remember

nJea^

EnK."h
French ^ short out'
the e
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jitth ^undoubtedly
ifltler wlllof Calais. »
wtlV m Channel
e
•cross the
American
ev
tchei
With
®'ding dlspatc
>nt+*£e Nazis, there
vorable t0, bt that th«
ie
been extremely a"'
glitz has be
uccess has
ful. Th>seafyk 0f dark ru

two-mile, and medley relay
events.
Other colleges and universities
having filed tentative entries in
clude UCLA, University of Ne
vada, California Tech, Pomona,
Occidental, Santa Barbara State,
California Aggies. More than 25
junior colleges and 34 high
schools have also filed tentative
entries.

Tuesday
4:30--120 Yard High Hurdles
Pole Vault
Javelin
4:35—440 Yard Dash
4:50—100 Yard Dash
Discus
5:05—Two Mile
5:30—Mile Relay

The Right "Track" Is

Work

TIGERS
AGAIN

TOUGH COMPETITION
This meet will definitely be
the toughest contest in which
the Jackson-men have yet com
peted, and will give them a
chance to earn the recognition
that they deserve.
Although the Indians d6wn
Palo Alto way are favored to
win out In team competition,
they will be hard pressed by the
vuu
Universityj of Southern
wuuuiv.ni Cali
fornia, eight-time winner of the
trr j. /">
. t-» - -i
West Coast Relays.
The 60th annual national arch
Spot-lighted at this fourteenth
ery
tournament will be e
annual meet will be the atMassachusetts State Colleg
tempts by Stanford to shatter
August.
the world records in the mile
better than to humble their
elder brothers.
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